LOAD CONTAINMENT SOLUTION EXPERTS

Load after Load,
Year after Year.

It’s the Company Behind the
Machine that Makes a Difference.
Since 1990, Wulftec International has been synonymous with unbeatable strength
and durability for stretch wrapping automation, strapping equipment and pallet
handling solutions. We are renowned for developing, manufacturing and distributing
the industry’s most dependable equipment. Our unwavering focus on quality, service
and innovation means Wulftec® machines are designed to work flawlessly in any
environment and under any condition, load after load, year after year.
Wulftec’s expertise in designing and integrating custom solutions for load
containment, whether it involves stretch wrapping, strapping or a combination of
both, gives you the assurance that your product will be securely held in place and
will safely arrive intact at its destination.
With Wulftec, you get the industry’s best products, backed by superior customer
service. We don’t settle for anything less than 100% customer satisfaction.
With our can-do approach and our extensive network of Wulftec certified
distributors, you can be sure to benefit from the exceptional value, reliability and
productivity that only Wulftec can offer. We Fear No Packaging Challenge.

Wulftec is a Duravant Company.

LOAD CONTAINMENT
SOLUTION EXPERTS

LOAD CONTAINMENT EXPERTISE

Wulftec’s unmatched engineering and application experts can solve any
packaging challenge through our unique ability to innovate, customize and combine
the best technologies to deliver a complete integrated solution.
Our innovative and reliable equipment portfolio includes pallet handling, conveying,
stretch wrapping and strapping automation. No matter what your containment
challenge is, you can trust Wulftec to deliver the right solution.

CUSTOMIZED
LOAD
CONTAINMENT
SOLUTIONS

Multiple Technologies but One Goal:
Load Containment

We combine our pallet handling, stretch wrapping and strapping expertise to provide you with the
end-of-line containment solution that will integrate seamlessly with the rest of your line.
Our equipment is designed in a smart way to be easily integrated into new lines or existing lines. Using
the industry’s most sophisticated HMI and controls software, we ensure synchronous performance of our
machines to achieve your high production demands. Sometimes multiple technologies are required to
achieve the perfect package; we’ve got it all under one roof.

STRETCH WRAPPING

Wulftec is the world leader in automatic stretch wrappers and offers a full range
for semi-automatic and fully automatic conveyorized stretch wrapping systems. Our
sturdy and customizable stretch wrapping systems include rotary arm, turntable,
horizontal and vertical ring wrappers as well as other specialty products.
Whether you are looking to step up from hand wrapping to machine wrapping or want
to automate your line, Wulftec has multiple equipment options for your needs.

Wulftec SMART™ Series
Semi-Automatic Stretch Wrappers
Wulftec offers a complete line of semi-automatic
turntable stretch wrappers in low & high
profile designs and a complete
series of semi-automatic rotary
arm models suitable for unstable
or heavy loads. All machines are
customizable with a wide range
of options. Our SMART pick &
choose approach allows you to
pick the exact stretch wrapper you need and pay only for
the features you want. Choose your machine base in line with your product
requirements, pick the controls that suit your operations or select the film
carriage that matches your consumable — now that’s SMART!

PRE-STRETCH:
MORE YIELD
FOR YOUR
INVESTMENT

Customization, Durability, Reliability:
From partial to full automation

Wulftec A Series – Automated
Stretch Wrappers
Our stretch wrapper line includes partially automated
stretch wrapping equipment to increase throughput
and reduce operator intervention. These automated
versions use proven design and trouble-free cutting,
clamping and wiping devices. They are available in both
rotary arm and turntable versions (low & high profile).

Wulftec Fully Automatic Stretch
Wrappers
With production rates up to 100 loads per hour, our fully
automatic stretch wrapper line is suitable for the most
demanding applications. With hundreds of available
options, we can adapt our equipment to your specific
needs and challenges. Our equipment uses nonproprietary parts allowing our customers to control costs,
source from local suppliers and avoid downtime.

STRAPPING

Wulftec strapping machines have extremely robust construction and
include fully automatic vertical and horizontal strapping systems, with or
without compression. These low maintenance machines employ sophisticated
joint technology accomplished by a highly reliable strapping head designed to
run with different strap width, thickness and brands.

Wulftec Friction Weld Strapping Head
All Wulftec strapping machines are equipped with the
renowned GT41 N strapping head. Strap seals through
vibration welding provide high quality and consistent strap
joints. The complete head is mounted on hinges for easy
access and clearing. Tension control is achieved with a
variable frequency drive which is not affected by environmental
conditions or number of cycles. The GT41 also comes in an
Extra High Tension model for specific applications.

Side Seal Strapper
Wulftec’s side seal strapper features a completely enclosed strap

ROBUST,
RELIABLE PALLET
STRAPPER

arch. The strapping head is mounted on the side of a movable
assembly allowing automatic adjustment for different load sizes.
A load sensing device helps provide optimal tensioning and
welding for maximum strap containment efficiency by placing the
head as close as possible to the product.

Optimal Tension – Better Load
Containment

Top Seal Strapper
Wulftec top seal strappers feature a top mounted strapping head
with a telescopic strap arch ensuring optimal strap tension on small
and large loads. Vertical movements are achieved through electric
motor/reducer and can compress up to 13,400 lbs depending on
the model. More than one strapping head can be used to increase
speed. Available options such as turncross or indexing tables allow
straps to be applied in two different directions.

Horizontal Seal Strapper
This model features a completely enclosed strap arch
with the strapping head mounted to one side. The
arch is positioned horizontally and moves up or down
to surround the load. This design is ideal to secure
product layers, buckets or hold corner protection in
place. The horizontal strapper can precisely apply
each strap to the desired height on your pallet.

PALLET HANDLING

We offer a full line of pallet handling solutions including pallet dispensers, pallet
stackers, transfer carts and more to enhance your production flow and efficiency.
Reduced pallet and product maneuvering increases operator safety and productivity.
Our pallet handling solutions are designed to be integrated into our stretch wrapping
and strapping lines or into existing packaging lines. They can also operate as
standalone units replacing current manual operations.

EFFICIENT
OPERATIONS

Speed, Efficiency,
Safety

Wulftec Automatic Pallet Dispenser
Wulftec’s automatic pallet dispenser is heavy duty and built
for long-term use. It is designed for almost maintenance-free
operation. This unit can handle 20 or more pallets (depending
on pallet height) and can be customized to allow different pallet
stack sizes to be dispensed. Wulftec’s pallet dispenser can also
be used as a pallet restacking device to create stacks of pallets.

Wulftec Automatic Load Stacker
Wulftec’s automatic load stackers are designed for stacking
unit loads accurately; a great alternative to the use of traditional
forklifts. Our stacker features heavy duty forks with up/down
and in/out movement achieved electrically. An automatic height
sensing device ensures speed and efficiency. Stack your loads
prior to the securing stage or once they are secured.
Other pallet handling solutions such as pallet inverters or load
elevators are available to complete your line.

CONVEYING

Wulftec has built a solid reputation as the conveyor experts with multiple
conveyance solutions for all industries. Our conveyors feature heavy duty all-steel
construction for increased stability, strength and longevity.

BUILT LIKE
A TANK

Versatility, High Quality,
Specialized Solutions

Straight Flow Conveyors
Wulftec’s state-of-the-art construction conveyors are built to last.
They come in a variety of lengths, widths and heights and use all
non-proprietary parts. Whether you are looking for a gravity roller,
powered roller, belt-over-roller or chain conveyor, Wulftec picks
and manufactures the best conveyor to transport your goods.

Transfer Conveyors
We provide multiple solutions to accommodate flow
or pallet orientation change. Ninety degree transfers
can be accomplished with indexing turntable or
chain transfers. Chain transfers are available with
two, three or four strands of heavy duty chains
combined with our heavy duty steel powered rollers.

Specialized Conveyors
Over the years, Wulftec has perfected transporting your goods from
point A to B flawlessly. Customization being one of our strengths,
we design and build specialized conveyors to handle your loads.
Whether you need tilting conveyors, upenders, shuttle carts, elevating
conveyors, centering conveyors, we have a solution for you.

COMBINED SOLUTIONS

Wulftec’s strapper and wrapper combination system offers you a fully
integrated solution that cannot be found elsewhere. Buying a Wulftec integrated
system, which combines our pallet handling, conveying, strapping or wrapping
equipment, is buying peace of mind that every element has been taken into
consideration from design to finish. We set up your entire line in our factory as if
it was in yours and make extensive testing to provide you with a fully proven-toperform integrated line. Why buy from different sources and have to manage the
complexity and cost of integration yourself? Wulftec will integrate those important
pieces of equipment for you and work hand in hand with any partners providing the
rest of the solution.

FULLY
INTEGRATED
SOLUTIONS

Stack, Strap & Wrap… Complete Solutions
Under One Roof

Strap & Wrap Combined Systems
Our fully integrated strapping and wrapping systems provide the single best load containment solution on the market.
Our machines can work as one system using one or more control cabinets depending on your application. The Strap
and Wrap system offers the versatility to select the right load containment program for each of your loads. Some loads
may require wrapping only, others strapping only or a combination of both technologies. With the Wulftec strap & wrap
solutions, all possible configurations are available to ensure your product is safeguarded in the best way.

SUPPORTING & SERVICING

Our commitment is to provide the best products and the best service together
with our partners. While some products are less complex and may only require a
manual or spare parts kit for servicing, others are more sophisticated which benefit from
a preventive maintenance program for improved system reliability, long-term use and
peace of mind.
24/7/365 Technical Support
Whether it’s during the day, in the middle of the night, on a holiday or weekend, we
know it’s critical when a piece of equipment goes down. Our technical support staff is
available to answer the call and arrange for a technician to be on-site quickly.

Field Service
Our skilled technicians, from SupportPro and our distribution partners, are highly
trained and strategically located across the globe to assist with emergency situations
and scheduled service calls. These technicians are available to support you to increase
productivity, reduce running costs, maximize equipment availability, and to prolong the
lifetime of your investment.
Replacement parts

OUR PRODUCTS
WORK HARD,
OUR PEOPLE
WORK HARDER

Replacement parts availability is key to ensuring our equipment performs around the
clock. We have parts covering generations of our equipment because of their durability
and reliability.
We will go the extra mile to ensure you are satisfied with your Wulftec equipment and
that it delivers the performance you expect.
Your success is our success!

Your success
is our success

We Fear No Packaging Challenge

209 Wulftec, Ayer’s Cliff

Quebec, Canada J0B 1C0

Tel 877.WULFTEC (877.985.3832)
email: wulftec@wulftec.com
www.wulftec.com

